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Abstract
Responsible partner: FEMTO-ST
Participating partners: UPS-IRIT, INPT-LAPLACE, EATON
Description:
This document presents all optimization problems that have to be considered in the
DATAZERO project. Problems are: IT task scheduling, energy units commitment and
sizing problems. For each one, a tentative macro-model is presented. An overview of
optimization methods that are candidates for DATAZERO is also proposed.

Keywords
IT Scheduling problem, energy unit commitment, optimization model, optimization
method
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Preamble
In the DATAZERO project several scientific communities (computer science, energy and
automation) are working together. Due to this heterogeneity, scientific terms do not
correspond exactly to the same meaning. Therefore, we propose here some common
definitions that we use in the present document.
Optimization algorithm: algorithm that gives the best possible solution of a problem
according to one or several criteria, e.g. minimize the energy waste when scheduling a set of
tasks. An optimal algorithm has to be formally proven. On the other hand optimization
techniques may also provide sub-optimal solutions: these solutions are guaranteed to be
around the optimal solution in the case of approximation algorithms or are expected to
provide empirically good results in the case of heuristics.
Scheduler: function that gives at least, for each task of a set of tasks, its start date and the
allocated resource(s).
Control (static converter control): while the term control itself is very general, in the
context of this project, it only refers to the control of the static power electronics converter
attached to each energy unit. For example, the DC/DC converter attached to the battery
receives as an input the current setpoint (i.e., how much current should flow in or out of the
battery), and converts that into a PWM signal that will effect this command. The timescale of
this scheme is in the millisecond range. It does not include optimal decision-making,
although the parameters of the control can be optimized offline.
Dispatching (power split): this algorithm is in charge of defining, in real-time and at the
second timescale, the current setpoint of each component in the power system. For
example, assuming the datacenter load is 10 kW, it may decide to use 5 kW from the PV
panels, 2 from the battery, and 3 from the fuel cell. It is usually not optimal, in that economic
criteria are not considered. Its main goal is to ensure the electrical stability and security of
the system. It is also essential in absorbing and mitigating the impact of forecasting errors.
The algorithm itself does not use any prediction, and is thus purely reactive.
Energy unit commitment (scheduling): this algorithm is in charge of defining, periodically
and at the day/week timescale, the power output of each component in the power system.
Based on forecasts of the load, it defines how each component will be used over the
selected horizon. The resulting schedule is especially useful for determining the best way to
use storage units. It is usually the result of a rolling-horizon optimization, in that economic
and technical criteria are considered. Its main goal is to ensure the electrical stability and
security of the system.
Sizing (dimensioning): this algorithm is used to select the optimal characteristics of the
components in the datacenter. For the power system, the outputs include the necessary
power of each energy source and storage unit, as well as the storage capacity of storage
Task 4.1 - Deliverable 4.1
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units. For the IT part, the type and the number of servers and devices to use are elaborated.
A necessary input is the forecasted IT workload to be served, while constraints can include
spatial constraints, for example. The outputs can then be used to determine the adequate
number of individual elements and their connection topology for a given product.
Energy source: a physical component that converts a primary energy source (e.g., solar
radiation or wind) into electricity. Examples include PV panels and wind turbines.
Energy storage unit: a physical component that stores electric energy under a given form
(electrochemical for batteries, chemical for hydrogen, mechanical for flywheels), and can be
charged or discharged.
Energy units: energy sources and storage units

Introduction
Task description: “the system modeling will provide a mathematical formulation of the
multidimensional problem, deriving constraints on the placement of tasks on machines and
constraints on electrical operation along time. The optimization objectives will be derived
from the interesting metrics given from WP5 (T5.1). The modeling will concern the two
problems described in the objective of this WP4: operating a given infrastructure with a given
workload, and dimensioning an infrastructure for handling a given workload. A study will be
conducted for analyzing the different optimization techniques and compare them for solving
the problem, and a cartography produced.
This cartography will include algorithms searching for exact solutions, in particular integer
linear program (ILP) and mixed ILP. Even if the problems are NP-Complete, a modelization
using such operational research approach can be useful. A resolution of the ILP for small
problem instances using solvers helps comparing heuristics solutions to optimal ones on
these instances. Moreover, a relaxation of the ILP is an option to find a first valid solution (a
bound to the optimal) that has to be improve on the second step using for instance
meta-heuristics methods (b-level resolution).
Besides, heuristics and metaheuristics will compose this cartography, in particular
approaches based on genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic, simulated annealing. A specific
interest is considered in this study for approaches capable of high dynamic behavior and
robustness in case of uncertainty of the state of the system. For instance, the strong
resilience of evolutionary algorithms when applied to real-world problems while still providing
a sound theoretical background can be an advantage.”
DATAZERO has to address several challenges described in the project proposal. In
challenges 1 (make demand and envelope constraints coincide on electrical and IT planes),
2 (dimensioning the equipment), 4 (scheduling IT load and IT management) and 6
(optimization problem complexity) the optimization is a central problem.

Task 4.1 - Deliverable 4.1
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Before studying optimization algorithms that will be helpful for the datacenter case, it seems
to be interesting to develop more formally the optimization problems that should be solved to
reach the main objective of the global DATAZERO project.

Optimization problems
DATAZERO embeds several optimization problems. Indeed, as shown in the figure 1
representing a schematic view of the DATAZERO middleware, the IT and Power decision
modules are the main places where optimization is necessary. On the first hand, in IT
decision module (ITDM), one has to deal with the allocation of the IT resources considering
the available power while satisfying the required quality of service. On the other hand, in
Power decision module (PDM), the required power should be produced using the available
energy sources, while considering the forecasting demands.

Figure 1: optimization problems in DATAZERO
Regarding both optimization problems that will take place in the ITDM and in the PDM, the
timeline can play either a core role or a side role. In the offline problems, all data inputs are
supposed to be known beforehand and the algorithm decides for a static energy commitment
or for a static schedule at the current time (problem solved before the appliance and the
solution is then ‘played’). In the online problems, decisions are taken over time, relatively to
events that occur sporadically. One only knows the past events, an ‘instantaneous’ decision
is requested in a short time, e.g., migration of tasks when new unexpected tasks arrive,
usage of stored energy since a cloud darkened the sky, etc.
Online problems are more dynamic ones. Several approaches are possible:
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A pure reactive approach that takes a decision at each new event (arrival of a task,
passage of a cloud, etc.) and which, starting from the current situation, proposes a
solution that can be optimal locally and in a very short time;
A time window approach within which all is predicted/estimated and an optimization
with optimal search (if possible) is made. The period is defined. It is a static problem
by fragment. The size of the window and the resolution time available are the
parameters of the problem, in particular for fixing the choice of the optimization
method;
Periodic semi-static approach with the search for a solution taking into account all
that can be known at the moment of the decision, and then questioning this solution
periodically according to the variations of the current situation.

DATAZERO addresses also, in its challenge 2, another kind of optimization problem, namely
the infrastructure dimensioning. Both IT infrastructure and electrical infrastructure can be
defined by solving an optimization problem.

Consequently, various decision problems have to be solved. In the following we propose to
detail these problems. Each of them is described by several characteristics:
● Inputs: known data for solving the problem;
● Decision variables: levers of actions associated with a domain of possible values;
● Constraints: relations and restrictions that must be satisfied by the decision variables;
● Objective(s): mathematical function(s) to minimize or maximize.
In the DATAZERO project, several categories of problems have been already identified.
They will be detailed in this document:
● Scheduling and resource allocation of IT tasks;
● Commitment and power dispatching for energy sources at the level of electricity
production;
● IT resources and energy units (sources and storages) sizing.
Associated to this problem mapping, this document also presents an overview about
optimization methods and their compatibility and consistency with DATAZERO optimization
problems.
The following of the document is composed of two parts. The first one describes all
optimization problems that have to be considered in the DATAZERO project. Problems are:
IT task scheduling, energy units commitment and sizing problems. For each one, model of
the data, decision variables and constraints are given. The second part proposes an
overview of optimization methods that are candidates for DATAZERO. They are described
with advantages and drawbacks regarding their applicability in DATAZERO.

Task 4.1 - Deliverable 4.1
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A. Optimization problems in DATAZERO:
In the general framework of DATAZERO three decision modules have to cooperate, namely
IT decision module (ITDM), power decision module (PDM) and negotiation module (NM). In
classical datacenters, only the IT resource scheduling is addressed. Even if energy saving is
one important concern, the main objective remains the quality of service. The energy
sustainability in Cloud is allowed by an overprovisioning of the resources despite the energy
consumption. Conversely, in DATAZERO, the energy is a crucial constraint since it is limited
by the infrastructure of energy units and energy storage capacities. Consequently, IT
resource scheduling is limited by the energy availability over the time. Thus, energy units
have to be managed in order to satisfy the IT power load the best as possible. Moreover,
power decisions should take into account both the IT load, Energy stored and weather
forecasting as well as short term and long term.
In the following we propose to detail the underlying optimization problems to solve
respectively on IT, energy and negotiation part. Besides, a discussion on sizing problems
both on the IT and energy infrastructures is developed.

I.

IT Scheduling

IT scheduling problems consist in allocating tasks on the IT resources under constraints
depending on the IT platform current state and on forecasted energy availability. Several
levers of decision are concerned as IT resource management (server switch on/off, process
or virtual machine (VM) migration, frequency and voltage scaling, power capping,etc.).

1. Description of the problem:
The IT task scheduling is an optimization problem that can be dealt within 3 ways:
● Pure reactive approach: the algorithm reacts to an unexpected event and has to
quickly adapt the current schedule to this new information.
● Time window approach: information within a time window about future IT load are
known (either predicted or estimated) and the problem has to be solved for the
current time window. At the end of the time window another problem will be solved
for the next time window.
● Periodic semi-static approach: new information are stored and periodically a new
schedule is performed based on current state and known information.
Depending on the way, the objective, constraints and inputs could be slightly different. In its
general form the problem is expressed as follows:
Inputs (known data):
- Power profile on a given horizon;

Task 4.1 - Deliverable 4.1
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-

Known tasks: execution time, requested memory, due date, priority class, energy
consumption profile, services and mixed batch. Informations for current tasks and an
oracle for those who will arrive (perfect oracle);
- Current state of the system (tasks already scheduled and in progress, status of
machines and virtual machines);
- IT Infrastructure (Machines types and numbers, Performance-Power ratio, associated
characteristics, green levers for On / Off, DVFS, Migrations: associated energy and
time costs).
Decision Variables (instantiated variables to solve the problem)
- Which task will be executed, when and where ( ei,j,t ) and which level of quality
(degraded or non degraded mode)
- State of machines: On / Off, frequency, migration.
Constraints to satisfy
- Power consumption should be lower or equal to the power profile given in input;
- Respect of resources availability (cpu, memory, machines ...)
Optimization objective(s)
- Primary objective: maximization of the quality of service ( QoS ) (minimization of the
number of exceeding due date and/or yield1 of the services);
- Secondary objective: minimization of expected energy consumption.
Type of solutions
- Only one solution for the final decision;
- A set of solutions (during negotiation, for example).

2. Mathematical modeling

IT scheduling receives as inputs the current state of the infrastructure (number of servers
available, their characteristics…), the energy envelop available for a time period and the IT
load to be scheduled. The output of the problem is the scheduling of the IT load and maybe
a part of it which can’t be executed with power budget given. IT load can be seen as an
aggregation of a set of precise jobs to be scheduled. The figure below presents the problem
when all precise information of the load is known (set of jobs).

1

yield: satisfaction of service which mesure the satisfaction resource threshold

Task 4.1 - Deliverable 4.1
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Starting of the modelization:
Jobs:
job J j = Phase Finished Set : J j,p = [tj,p , cpuj,p , memj,p , ...]

-

-

tj,p : Duration of the phase p for job j for a reference machine ( v = 1 )

-

memj,p : Amount of memory used during the phase p for job j

-

cpuj,p : Percentage of CPU (Processing Element) occupancy

jobs of service type:
- number of phases could be infinite
jobs of batch type:
- ri : release date (arrival date)
-

-

di : due date (final date to later)

QoS :
-

for HPC jobs, defined by the delay between the due date and the end of
execution time
for service defined:

Machines:
- machine H i :
-

Set of frequencies : {f i,l }

-

P mini : Idle machine power i

-

αi : Coefficient dependent on the machine

-

P maxi,l = g(P mini , f i,l , αi ) : Power with cpu 100% at frequency f i,l

-

M emi : Amount of available memory

-

C i : Number of cores

-

ϕi,p = f (memi,p , U sedCP U

i,p ,

...) : Power required for the execution of the

phase p of job i
Energy profile:
- Set of intervals [t1 , t2 ] with a constant power value.
-

Time interval

For long period, the notion of job could be replaced by notion of load.

II.

Energy source management

The power decision module is responsible for the delivery of power regarding the IT
requirements. In this module, several decision levels have to be designed:

Task 4.1 - Deliverable 4.1
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control level (in reaction to rapid variation): this level is responsible for furnishing the
good level of power at each instant by controlling the inverters. A control unit has to
be able to react in real time to very short events due to unexpected load variation
and/or weather uncertainties. It could be managed by robust inverter controls, or if
requested an instantaneous decision should be implemented (such as fuzzy decision
for example). There is no optimization at this level.
dispatching level (from second to few minutes/hours): the decisions should
guarantee that considering a known load required, the energy units are running such
that they provide the expected power level. At this level, the optimization process
makes use of the energy units that are already started and combines it with short
term storages to ensure the energy consumption of the datacenter.
unit commitment level (from hour to few days): this decision level is responsible for
defining the best way to achieve the forecasted power demand or to store energy.
Considering the weather forecasting for the next period, it optimizes the use of the
different units. Their action levers are the unit commitments associated to its running
mode, unit stops and energy storage management. It should also take into account
the aging of the different unit for making its decision.
storage management level (for several month): this level is responsible of the
sustainability of the energy consumption during all the year. At this level, the
objective is to ensure that the storage management is in adequation with the IT
power demand at a long term. The solution proposed by the optimization should be
considered as a constraint or preference for the lower levels.

Figure 2 : different optimization levels of the power decision module

Task 4.1 - Deliverable 4.1
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The power decision module has to manage several levels of decision (see figure 2). The
optimization underlying problems are interleaved. Indeed, the solutions proposed at a given
level becomes either constraints or preferences for the immediate lower level.
Finally, in PDM, three optimization problems are encountered. The next section describes
these problems namely dispatching, unit commitment and storage management problems.

1.

Description of the power decision problem

Inputs (known data):
- Renewable energy profile (wind prediction by period, solar radiation by period)
- State of charge for short and long term storage (battery, supercapacitor, hydrogen)
- Power Demand profile (by period T)
- Min-max power per energy source
- Min-Max energy per storage unit
- Energy units infrastructure (type of source, number of sources, performance
characteristics or power model produced)
Decision variables:
- Power level by source category and period (positive or negative when deciding to
recharge a storage element)
Constraint to satisfy:
- Constraint of stock limitations (battery and hydrogen) and constraints of power per
source (Min and/or Max). A limitation of the variation of current over a given duration
must be taken into account, in particular on the fuel cell.
- Satisfaction of demand (power required per period)
- Minimum threshold for use of an electrolyser
- Minimum threshold for use of a fuel cell
- Minimum threshold for use of a battery
- Respect of the min/max power level of energy sources
- Respect of the min/max level for storage units
- Initial and/or final state of charge (SoC) of storage units
Optimization objective (s)
- Minimization of cost (capex, opex, etc.)
Preferred use:
- Limited start and stop times for a battery (limit ageing).
- Minimize the large current variations for a battery (limit ageing).
Comment: the purchase or resale of electricity is not considered because it is not relevant to
the project. The goal is to do without it. This information may however be relevant
information to be visualized but does not intervene in the optimization problems.

Task 4.1 - Deliverable 4.1
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Mathematical modeling
a. Dispatching problem

DCbus Power demand :
- P dem k : power required for interval k with k in [(k − 1).dt, k .dt] and k = 0...T
(T from few second to minutes)
Ageing per source
- set of parameters evolving with time: threshold/law variations
Sizing-Fixed per source:
- Photovoltaic panels: A (area in m²);
- Hydrogen stock: Vh (volume in m3);
- Capacity(A.h);
- Max Power (W).
Meteorology forecasting (depending on fixed information such as geographical position,
date, season, etc.):
- Solar radiation
- Wind forecasting
Energy lost:
- l i : amount of energy lost by each sources (due to the efficiency of the source);
All power references:
- P i,k : Power delivered by source i during interval k with k in [(k − 1).dt, k .dt] and
k = 0...T .
On a given prediction time duration T , called the validity period (to be verified if all is
known in T or if news can refresh information ‘dynamically’ constituting a slipping window),
the optimization problem deals here with a time-series constituting an optimal power splitting
between all available sources. Considering the only one consuming is fuel cell system
(hydrogen consumption), the optimisation has to minimize this consumption ‘playing’ with
storage elements and the other power sources closely linked to weather prediction (wind
turbine, solar panel) to satisfy each time in the window T the total power demand (DCbus
Power).
That includes energy and power sources behaviour characteristics which are computed
(source profiling WP2.3) both described in voltage/current and power/efficiency profiling.

Task 4.1 - Deliverable 4.1
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Depending on sizing, power sources and storage elements are limited to max Power and/or
min/max Energy to respect.
For window actualisation purposes an initial state of charge as to be fixed, and a target fixing
the final state of charge too.

b. Unit commitment problem
The unit commitment optimization is more or less the same problem statement as the
dispatching problem. One can then used the same model. The main difference is the time
horizon T (from hour to many days) and the sampling size dt . They are much more larger in
this problem than in dispatching one and lead to consider aggregated data. Others important
information are the weather prediction and the ageing parameters that should be consider at
this level of optimization.

c. Storage management problem

Here the objective is to provide a trend for hydrogen storage and PV generation over the
course of several weeks (until one year), that can be used for. Its focus is thus on the
seasonal trends in the system. As it is impossible to obtain renewable generation forecasts
over such long periods, historical data (solar radiation, wind speed) is used to run the
optimization. It is expected that the same seasonal patterns are observed each year.
Decisions focus on the daily or weekly energy flows instead of power flows. For example, an
estimate of the daily PV generation can be obtained, and used for obtaining a preliminary
daily trend of components use. Similarly, the trend in hydrogen storage use can also be
scheduled this way. The outputs of this optimization are used as starting points for previous
described optimization problem (e.g., to have an hydrogen storage level target at the end of
the horizon).
Due to the sampling granularity, components with short time constants, such as batteries,
are not considered. On the contrary, the ageing of the components becomes more
significant than in other cases, and must be considered.
Another output is the security level of the system, which can be measured as the energy not
served (ENS) or the loss of load. In other words, it corresponds to the demand that cannot
be met by the system, as no feasible solution exists. The highest level of security is reached
when not shed load is expected.
Task 4.1 - Deliverable 4.1
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Negotiation IT/Elec

The goal of the optimization problem is here to find an agreement between IT power
consumption and the electrical production. The negotiation module will guide the Decision
Modules optimization in order to converge to power profiles feasible by IT and Electrical part.
As IT Decision Module would like to execute jobs when it is better for QoS constraints, even
if it makes its optimization with energy consumption minimization, it is important to confront it
with the renewables sources availability. So, the negotiation will provide a good compromise.
The negotiation does not aim to make a global optimization, so it should find a good trade-off
with as few specific information as possible. It does not aim to model the IT or Elec
infrastructures and constraints. The information required should be “cost” or “profit” metrics
(possibly aggregated). Multiple negotiation “rounds” will be possible ; at each round a set of
“hint profiles” may be sent to the IT and Power DMs for the next round. The profiles are
advices or requirements from each part and will be refined at each round in order to find a
global compromise.
The profiles description (message format) will be given in deliverable D3.1.
The negotiation begins at the initiative of either ITDM (new tasks submitted...), PDM
(changes in the production forecast, failing element...) or negotiation module itself (to
guarantee continuity in case of long time spent without negotiation). The negotiation make
use of the following information:
- Power profiles required for IT (min / max depending on the profiles) for different time
windows and associated vector of preference indicators (IT cost, reliability, etc...).
- Power profiles proposed by electric part and associated vector of preference
indicators (cost in euros, energy loss, state of storage, etc…)
There could be different profiles for the same time window or a set of profiles for different
time windows (based on some forecasting and confidence).
Task 4.1 - Deliverable 4.1
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The negotiation process will be studied in task 4.3 and the deliverable D4.3 will detail the
algorithm used.

IV.

Infrastructure Sizing

Datacenters have to deploy services and computation abilities. In order to furnish a given
quality of service, a power level has to be delivered on time considering at least one year
period. The ambition of DATAZERO is to size a datacenter that is able to absorb all the
demand profiles depending on seasonality fluctuation. This task does neither consider the
mean nor the instantaneous power demand. Then, the infrastructure sizing problem is an
optimization problem whose goal is to find the right electrical architecture combined with the
right IT infrastructure that give an answer to this challenge.
Remark: the electrical sizing and IT sizing problems are interconnected. They need the
result of the other problem as an input. For instance, here in electrical sizing, it is supposed
that the IT load (annual usage of the datacenter) is known, but this IT load could not be
transformed in a required power since it would be necessary to schedule the load. It will lead
to maximize the power level required, which is contradictory with the aim of DATAZERO
project (the electrical sizing would be too large and too expensive). Consequently, the two
problems may probably be linked and an iterative approach has to be identified in order to
avoid this issue. The proposed method would converge to a tradeoff between IT annual
power demand and electrical size.

1.

Problem description

Inputs (known data):
- IT workload for a year
- Solar radiation profile according to geographical position
- Wind profile according to geographical position and height
- Location of the data center
- Available space (roof area, field space, number of floors, servers location, etc.)
- Available energy units:
- Primary sources:
- Photovoltaics (type (fixed/mobile, technology), size, efficiency,
installation and operating costs (CAPEX/OPEX), power production
according to sun radiation, orientation and inclination)
- Wind turbines (type, height, diameter, power production profile as a
function of wind)
- Secondary sources and storages:
- For seasonal balance:
- Fuel cells (type, power min, power max, efficiency, installation
and operating costs, etc.)
- Hydrogen devices (electrolyzer efficiency, tank volume, costs,
etc.)
Task 4.1 - Deliverable 4.1
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-

-

Daily Balance:
- Batteries (efficiency, energy capacity, Pmax)
- Supercapacitors (efficiency, energy capacity, Pmax)
Available servers
- Characteristics: power, MIPS, cores, RAM, DVFS
Other IT devices:
- Available UPS
- Available Racks (size, etc.)
IT policy (only renewable, money, % of renewable aimed)
Cooling profile: model that allow to define the energy consumption of cooling
depending on the season

Constraints
- Space constraints (maximum area, security norms for fuel cells)
- Satisfaction of annual energy demand (per hour or day)
- Respect the percentage of renewable energy used (IT policy)
Decision Variables
- number of energy units of each type
- number of servers of each element of the catalog
Objective
- Minimize CAPEX and OPEX
- Minimize the service level agreement (SLA) violation cost

2.

Mathematical modeling

Primary sources: S p =
  [W T , P V ]
-

-

P V : Photovoltaics = [X, P max, T , η]
-

X : Geographic position

-

P max : Maximal power of the photovoltaics

-

T : Type of the photovoltaic

-

η : Efficiency

W T : Wind Turbine = [X, H, P max]
-

X : Geographic position

-

H : Height of the W T

-

P max : Maximal power of the W T
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Ss =
 Secondary sources: [FC+H2, Batt+Supercap]
-

FCi+H2: Fuel Cell and Hydrogen system = [P mini , P maxi , η i f c , η k h2 , V ]
-

P mini : Minimal Power of the FC of type i

-

P maxi : Maximal Power of the FC of type i

-

η i f c : Performance or efficiency of the FC of type i

-

η k h2 : Performance or efficiency of the Electrolyzer of type k

-

V : Volume of the tank of Hydrogen

W = IT Workload of the Data center
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B. Overview of the optimization methods
A lot of optimization methods are described in the literature. In the following we propose to
present an overview of those which could be used in DATAZERO project. Methods are not
detailed here, one can referred to the bibliographical references.
Optimization methods are categorized in two main sets. The first one contains “exact
methods”. These are the one which can provide an optimal solution to minimization or
maximization problems. The second one called “approached methods” lists algorithms that
are able to approximate the best solution of an optimization problem. They do not guaranty
that optimal solution is carried out.
In the following for each optimization approach the advantages and drawbacks are brought
out. For exploring more deeply the matter, a list of references is proposed at the end of the
document.

I.

Exact methods
-

Greedy Algorithms
- Advantages: Provides optimal solutions under certain conditions
- Disadvantages: Only for problems with strong assumptions
- Applicability in DATAZERO:
- Interesting to map the difficulty (complexity) of problems (IT and GE)
- Not adapted for dynamic problems

-

Constraint programming
- Advantages: Expressiveness of the mathematical model of the problem,
possibility of solving a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) for existence of
solution
- Disadvantages: Computation time (close to linear programming)
- Applicability in DATAZERO:
- Interesting to know if a problem has a solution

-

Branch and bound
- Advantages: Quickly reaches a first acceptable solution. No mathematical
modeling required.
- Disadvantages: Necessity to define an efficient terminal. Problem must be
decomposable into subproblems
- Applicability in DATAZERO: All static problems

-

Linear programming (integer, mixed)
- Advantages: formal modeling of a problem, characterization of a solution,
comparison with approximate methods on small problems (or nonrealistic
optimals)
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Disadvantages: slow resolution on large problems. Difficulty in writing the
equations and choosing the right variables of the model, especially to go
faster.
Applicability to DATAZERO:
- Difficult on IT issues (time aspect and number of tasks and resources)
- Possible on GE problems (size seems more affordable)

Dynamic programming
- Advantages: Can allow polynomial or pseudo-polynomial resolution
- Disadvantages: Difficulty expressing the problem in a recursive form. Based
on the existence of optimal subproblems
- Applicability to DATAZERO:
- Sizing issues

Approached methods
-

Meta-heuristics (such as Genetic algorithms - GA, Colonies of ants, Particle Swarm
Optimization, simulated annealing)
- Advantages: Allows to produce a large number of adapted solutions quickly. It
also makes it possible to approach a local minimum starting from an existing
solution. The cost of implementation is low. it is robust (the solution does not
change completely) when we start from a solution to find others with slightly
different conditions.
- Disadvantages: The problem of GA type methods is slowness on a large
scale (compared to wolverine). Difficulty in mixing the problem with
metaheuristics. Difficulties in setting parameters (eg mutation rate, population
size, evaporation rate, ...).
- Applicability to DATAZERO:
- Adapted to IT and energy optimization problems (excluding reactive
problem with very low latency)

-

Heuristic greedy
- Advantages: Locally optimal decisions. Easy implementation.
- Disadvantages: The combinations of choices locally optimal do not always
lead to an overall optimum. Not always possible to limit the distance to the
optimal.
- Applicability in DATAZERO:
- Applicable to all problems

-

Methods based on fuzzy logic
- Advantages: once the belonging functions and the rules have been set,
real-time operation, high robustness of the approach, possibility of varying the
settings according to the aging of the components
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Logic of type 2: possibility to integrate knowledge of a large number of
experts = merging expertise
Disadvantages: large number of parameters of adjustment.
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